Smash air dodge

Mario using his air dodge. Air dodging is an action in Super Smash Flash 2 that allows the
player to avoid attacks for a few frames while midair. It is performed by pressing the shield
button while in the air. During an air dodge, a character will temporarily receive invincibility
while flashing white. It functions similar to how it works in Super Smash Bros. Brawl and Super
Smash Bros. The information is not outdated nor incomplete, although it can be rewritten for a
more formal explanation and better clarity. It may require an expansion going further on missing
details. The way air dodging works in SSF2 has generated debate in the community, with people
against it advocating for directional air dodging much like in Melee in order to grant the player
more movement options such as wavedashing and wavelanding and thus 'speeding up' the
gameplay. Defenders of the mechanic state that the current air dodges makes the game unique
and different from the aforementioned games while being riskier and less abusable than the air
dodges in Brawl. However, the mechanic is not as punishable as it is in Super Smash Bros. It
may contain traces of some old data and statistics and requires an urgent update. You can help
the McLeodGaming Wiki by updating it. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an
account? Start a Wiki. Controversy This section requires to be rewritten or expanded. Character
data This section is outdated. Categories :. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter
GalaxyQuest. This section requires to be rewritten or expanded. This section is outdated. Black
Mage. Captain Falcon. Donkey Kong. Mega Man. Meta Knight. Zero Suit Samus. Air dodging is a
technique in Super Smash Bros. Melee , Super Smash Bros. Brawl , Super Smash Bros. Ultimate
that does just as one would expect - it gives temporary invincibility frames to the user in the air,
preventing attacks from hitting them. It has sometimes been described as Sidestepping in
midair. In Melee , an air dodge is performed by fully pressing L or R while in the air. Air dodging
cannot be done if the character is tumbling or reeling. The air dodge halts the character's
momentum, either leaving him or her hovering if the Control Stick is not tilted or giving the
character a small boost in the direction of the Control Stick. This boost can aid one's recovery ,
though most air dodging characters cannot sweet spot the ledge, and most up Bs outreach the
air dodge. During the air dodge, the character cannot be hit by attacks, but then enters a
helpless state and falls to the ground. However, unlike being helpless from an up-b move, Link ,
Young Link , and Samus can still air grab after air dodging. Air dodging into the ground is
known as wavelanding, which is the primary component of the wavedash. An Angled Recovery
is the opposite of Wavedashing , since you angle the control stick Up. An Angled Recovery is
useful when you get knocked off a stage that has multiple platforms, such as Hyrule Temple.
The Angled Recovery has less lag time compared to your character's normal Recovery and it
can't be negated since you're invincible, but it doesn't go as far as your character's normal
Recovery. The Angled Recovery is useful when you're at the peak of your second jump from a
short vertical distance off the side of the stage usually 1. If you are too far away, you will fall and
receive a Self-destruct. You can also perform this at far distances only if you're at a very high
altitude. The Angled Recovery works when your character's second jump doesn't make it to the
edge of the stage. Elevated Recovery is just like the Angled Recovery, except you hold the
Control Stick up without angling it. The Elevated Recovery is trickier since you don't move at an
angle and you're more likely to fall off the stage since Air Dodging doesn't allow you to
Edge-hog and leaves you wide open to attacks during the Helpless phase. But you can move
slightly during the Helpless phase. Angled Recoveries are most beneficial for Jigglypuff and
Yoshi , since their up B attacks do not give any recovery distance, though with Jigglypuff, its
jumps and Rising Pound can usually get it back to the stage anyway. Angled Recoveries are
also particularly helpful to a lone Ice Climber , who otherwise has almost no hope of recovery,
since it will go farther than Belay. In Brawl , the air dodge has been revamped. It no longer halts
the character's momentum and no longer permits the user to nudge the character by pressing
the Control Stick. It simply grants brief invincibility along the character's current line of
movement. Following the air dodge, characters are put in their regular aerial state rather than
the helpless state, and thus may attack, jump, or air dodge again following their initial air dodge.
The air dodge can now also be used when a character is tumbling or reeling, and is often
employed by players to enable action quicker than waiting out their knockback. Using the air
dodge at this time does not reduce knockback, a rumor that was started when it was noticed
that higher-level CPUs were doing it constantly however, by canceling reeling, it does allow the
user to use directional influence much earlier. However, Ike and Snake yield better results using
an air dodge when momentum canceling than their fastest aerial. In addition, they also gain the
most benefit when Momentum Canceling using the basic method. Air dodging a thrown item will
cause the character to catch the item in mid-air. This does not work if the character already has
an item. Using this property of the air dodge, characters can also do an air dodge canceled item
throw, or ADCIT. Characters can quickly throw an item on the ground or return an item thrown
at them using this technique. To do this, simply air dodge, then use the c-stick or attack button

in any direction immediately after the start of the air dodge. The table here displays the frame
data for the air dodge of every Brawl character. Every character has a certain amount of frames
taken to perform an air dodge, and the intangibility frames starts and ends in between the total
frames taken. For example, Meta Knight's air dodge takes 39 frames to perform, but he is only
invincible between frames 3 and This now allows characters to execute many air dodges in
quick succession to avoid attacks, as well as safely use attacks out of them. However, air
dodging too close to the ground now produce a significant landing lag of 21 frames, making air
dodges much easier to punish on land. Unlike in Brawl , characters can no longer air dodge to
cancel hitstun, resulting in true combos being easier to land. The table here displays the frame
data for the air dodge of every character in version 1. Air dodging in Ultimate works similarly to
how it does in Melee. If the control stick is tilted into a direction, the character will halt their
momentum and move a small distance in that direction while invincible. Using any dodge ,
including air dodging and rolling , will decrease the amount of invincibility frames gained.
Unlike in Melee, air dodges in Ultimate cannot perform wavedashes; they can, however,
waveland. Also unlike in Melee, the character does not become helpless afterwards and is
affected by gravity during the action, allowing them to grab the ledge earlier. This wiki. This wiki
All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. Snake performs an air dodge. Categories
:. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. Ice Climbers. Donkey Kong.
Captain Falcon. Young Link. Meta Knight. Diddy Kong. King Dedede. Zero Suit Samus. Toon
Link. Little Mac. Dark Pit. Duck Hunt. Wii Fit Trainer. Mii Brawler. Mii Gunner. Bowser Jr. Mega
Man. Mii Swordfighter. In Super Smash Bros. Ultimate there are a few different ways to dodge
enemy attacks. Alongside blocking, dodging enemy attacks is an absolute must have for any
Smash Bros. Ultimate and how to execute them in a game. Blocking and Dodging are tied to the
same button in Super Smash Bros. By using the R Button and the Left Thumbstick you can
perform side step dodges, as well as forward and backward rolls. Pressing the Left Thumbstick
down while holding the R Button will do a side step dodge. This can be useful when trying to
avoid projectiles. Pressing the Left Thumbstick towards your opponent will roll dodge towards
them. Using a roll dodge towards your opponent can be useful when you are trying to get
behind an enemy. Pressing the Left Thumbstick away from your opponent will roll dodge
backwards. Just trying to get away from an opponent that is closing distance can be done with
a back roll dodge. If you press the R Button while in the air and not pressing in either direction
you will do an Air Dodge. Your shield does have a finite amount of energy and if your shield
breaks you will lose consciousness for a moment and will vulnerable to attack during this time.
Ultimate How to Dodge. Game Guides. Super Smash Bros. Dodging can often be your best
defense. December 10th, by William Schwartz. Ultimate Guides. You May Like. Best Minecraft
Seeds Attack of the Fanboy. Melee that gives temporary intangibility frames to the user in the
air, preventing attacks from hitting them. It can be described as spot dodging in midair. In Melee
, an air dodge is performed by fully pressing the L or R button while in the air. Air dodges
cannot be done if the character is tumbling or reeling. The air dodge halts the character's
momentum; if the control stick is not tilted, it leaves the character hovering in place for most of
its duration, and if the control stick is tilted, it gives the character a small boost in the chosen
direction. This boost can aid one's recovery , though characters cannot grab ledges until the air
dodge's animation ends. Furthermore, most up specials outreach the air dodge, making it more
beneficial for getting back to the stage quickly from a short distance. After air dodging,
characters enter a helpless state and fall to the ground. While air dodging, pressing the attack
button while holding the shield button also allows the player to grab any nearby items, as well
as use grab aerials with characters that have one: this is known as air dodge grabbing. Air
dodging into the ground is known as wavelanding , which is the primary component of the
wavedash. An angled recovery is the opposite of wavedashing, since the player angles the
control stick up. An angled recovery is useful when a player gets knocked off a stage that has
multiple platforms, such as Temple. In order to perform an angled recovery, the player must
hold the control stick up diagonally and air dodge. The angled recovery has less lag time
compared to a character's normal recovery, and it can't be negated as easily due to the
intangibility it grants, but it generally doesn't go as far as a character's usual recovery move.
The angled recovery is effective when the character's second jump isn't enough to make it back
to the stage, but is close enough for where an air dodge will cover the remaining recovery
distance. This can also be pulled off at far distances only if they're at a very high altitude. If the
character is too far away, however, they will fall and self-destruct. While angled recoveries do
not provide more height or distance than standard recovery options, they still see use by
multiple characters in the cast. Jigglypuff , Yoshi , and a solo Ice Climber benefit from the tactic
since their up special moves do not give any recovery distance, and in the cases of Jigglypuff
and the solo Ice Climber, the air dodge gives more vertical distance than their side specials.

Ness also benefits from this tactic in cases where he's near the ledge but his mid-air jump was
not enough to get him back, air dodging is a much safer recovery option, or on stages with
narrow pits such as Fourside as he needs room to use PK Thunder to recover. In addition, while
Samus , Link and Young Link boast relatively long and flexible recovery options, the angled
recovery can allow for the trio to use their wall grapple during the ascent of the dodge; as
players can air dodge in any direction, it can also be used to get the character closer to the
stage in order to decrease their distance from a wall. Outside of this, most of the cast may elect
to use angle recoveries in order to combat some edgeguard techniques that do not include
edgehogging ; air dodging into a ledge, for instance, can counter a player who is charging an
attack on the edge of a stage. Grabbing the ledge is possible as soon the animation length is
over. In Brawl , the air dodge has been revamped. It no longer halts the character's momentum
and no longer permits the user to nudge the character by pressing the control stick; it simply
grants brief intangiblity along the character's current line of movement. Following the air dodge,
characters are put in their regular aerial state rather than the helpless state, and thus may
attack, jump, or air dodge again following their initial air dodge. The air dodge can now also be
used when a character is tumbling or reeling , and with the introduction of hitstun canceling,
characters can air dodge out of these states 13 frames after being hit, regardless of the amount
of hitstun received. This is often employed by players to enable action quicker than waiting out
their knockback and to limit reliance on teching. Using the air dodge at this time does not
reduce knockback, a rumor that was started when it was noticed that higher-level CPUs were
doing it constantly. However, an air dodge can be used for momentum canceling , and in some
cases, such as Ike and Snake , it is their best option, since they yield better results using an air
dodge when momentum canceling than their shortest-lasting aerial both of their air dodges end
in 39 frames, while their shortest-lasting aerials last just a few frames longer, and despite the
minuscule difference, air dodging is still their best option nonetheless. In addition, they also
gain the most benefit when momentum canceling using the basic method. Air dodges now
cause characters to automatically catch any item nearby during the first frames unless they are
holding one already , without having to press the attack button like in Melee. However, this also
means characters can no longer grab items at any time of the air dodge, only the beginning. The
table here displays the frame data for the air dodge of every Brawl character. Every character
has a certain amount of frames taken to perform an air dodge, and the intangibility frames starts
and ends in between the total frames taken. Most characters' intangibility usually starts on
frame 4 and end about 10 or 20 frames before the end of the entire air dodge; however, there are
a few exceptions. In Smash 4 , air dodges have significantly less ending lag, now lasting from
28 to 34 frames depending on the character, with only Bayonetta 's air dodge lasting a longer
time of 36 frames , compared to the previous games' 39 to 49 frames. This allows characters to
execute many air dodges in quick succession to avoid attacks, as well as safely use attacks out
of them; players can now jump, go through an opponent's attack with an air dodge, then
retaliate with an attack or their own. This is especially beneficial for characters with quick aerial
attacks, as they can do them along with an air dodge in a short hop. Jigglypuff also finds easier
opportunities landing its Rest in this way. However, air dodges now produce a significant
landing lag of 21 frames as the character lands with an air dodge active, even during
vulnerability frames, making air dodges easier to punish on land, and thus riskier to use close
to the ground. To prevent this, some characters can use an aerial attack in order to replace the
air dodge's landing lag with the aerial's autocancel , a technique known as "dodge cancelling",
though this requires precise timing. Some characters can also ledge cancel their air dodge to
avoid significant landing lag. Both the shield button and the grab button when used in midair by
a character without a grab aerial allow players to air dodge. In past installments, the grab button
would cause the fighter to use a neutral aerial. The table here displays the frame data for the air
dodge of every character in the current version of both Super Smash Bros. Before version 1. In
Ultimate , air dodges have received a major overhaul, containing elements from all previous
games. Depending on the player's control stick input, characters can use two types of air
dodges:. Air dodging has now received two major limitations. Characters can only air dodge
once until they land, get hit, or grab a ledge; this includes the inability to use a directional air
dodge after a neutral air dodge, and vice versa. Additionally, like rolls and spot dodges , they
are affected by a staleness mechanic that decreases the intangibility frames of both air dodge
types if any kind of dodge is used repeatedly , as well as the distance granted by directional
ones. However, unlike rolls and spot dodges, their ending lag is not increased by the mechanic.
The drastic changes to air dodges significantly weaken them as a defensive option, as
characters can no longer air dodge attacks multiple times in midair, nor quickly strike back at
opponents with their own attacks after an air dodge. This also makes them much harder to use
offstage, with directional air dodges in particular often guaranteeing a self-destruct if the player

uses them at any height below the stage. As a result, aerial pressure such as juggling and
offstage edgeguarding are more commonplace than in Smash 4 , with options to negate them
being more limited. However, due to their lower landing lag and the directional version's ability
to grab ledges, air dodges are more effective as a recovery mixup and for getting out of
disadvantageous positions if used during the right circumstances. Moreover, characters with
recovery special moves that do not cause helplessness, such as R. Overall, air dodges remain
useful, but their reckless or repeated use is much more discouraged, instead rewarding players
that can use them at opportune moments. With the reintroduction of directional air dodges,
wavedashing can once again be performed, alongside wavelanding. However, due to their new
slingshot properties, which prevent characters from landing with them immediately after leaving
the ground, as well as their higher landing lag and the increased traction across the cast,
wavedashing has essentially lost all of its utility for approaching and spacing. Air dodges can
also no longer be ledge canceled, hindering wavelanding mixups. In addition to playable
characters, several Assist Trophies have gained the ability to perform directional air dodges,
making it more difficult for players to KO them. Unlike in previous games, where the duration of
each character's air dodge was arbitrary, air dodges in Ultimate have their durations sorted
across the cast so that every character falls approximately the same distance when air dodging.
As a result, characters have shorter air dodges the higher their falling speed and gravity ;
following this correlation, Fox has the shortest ones in the game, whereas Jigglypuff has the
longest ones. Likewise, directional air dodges have a longer duration if angled upward, and a
shorter duration if angled downward. Directional air dodges grant less intangibility than neutral
air dodges, and both types grant intangibility three frames later if fully stale. Regardless of
staleness, all characters can grab edges after the first 24 frames of their directional air dodge,
resulting in most of them being vulnerable for only 3 frames if they grab an edge as soon as
possible, discounting the 2-frame vulnerability period. This effectively gives him the fastest and
overall most effective air dodge in the game, but only under a specific circumstance. Much like
Smash 4 air dodges, it is not affected by the dodge staleness mechanic, and its use does not
contribute to it, but it lacks a directional variant. All characters receive the same amount of
momentum from their directional air dodges, with the exception of Lucas and Ness , who
receive more, and Bayonetta and Little Mac , who receive less, the latter receiving the least
momentum out of the cast. As a result, the former have better opportunities to escape juggles,
and when close to an edge, can use their air dodges for recovery as a more reliable alternative
to their up special , which can be easily interrupted by opponents. Conversely, the latter are
more vulnerable to juggling and cannot avoid edgeguards as effectively by air dodging to the
ledge; while Bayonetta benefits from directional air dodging regardless due to her recovery
special moves not causing helplessness, Little Mac is noticeably hindered in comparison to the
rest of the cast, especially given his infamously poor air game. The air dodge landing lag glitch
is a glitch in Ultimate where the frame landing lag from an air dodge will override the landing lag
of certain special moves. This glitch is executed by performing an uninterrupted air dodge, then
performing one of these special moves, and landing on the ground after turning helpless. The
affected special moves are listed below. Notably, none to the special moves listed above are
coded to have FAF frames in the designated character's moveset files. Instead all of them share
a landing lag of 29 frames. Navigation Main page Smash Bros. Ultimate Smash Bros. Brawl
Smash Bros. Melee Smash Bros. Yoshi performing an air dodge in Ultimate. Contents 1 In Super
Smash Bros. Melee 1. Brawl 2. Ultimate 4. Using air dodges as a recovery [ edit ] Real time
animation of Mario air dodging in Melee. Air dodge intangibility and animation length in Melee [
edit ] Grabbing the ledge is possible as soon the animation length is over. Donkey Kong.
Captain Falcon. Ice Climbers. Young Link. Meta Knight. Zero Suit Samus. Diddy Kong. King
Dedede. Toon Link. Little Mac. Dark Pit. Duck Hunt. Wii Fit Trainer. Mii Brawler. Mii Gunner.
Bowser Jr. Mega Man. Mii Swordfighter. Bayonetta [1]. Abandon Ship! Piranha Plant. Bayonetta
[2]. King K. Dark Samus. Lucas Ness. New to Shacknews? Signup for a Free Account. One of
the most interesting components of Super Smash Bros. Ultimate is the game's surprisingly
deep combat system. It has nuance that may not be immediately apparent to some players,
particularly those who often see opponents make use of abilities and techniques they may not
be familiar with. One of those deceptively simple techniques is the air dodge. Fortunately,
learning how to air dodge in Super Smash Bros. Ultimate couldn't be more simple. To perform
an air dodge in Super Smash Bros. Ultimate, press the shield button in mid-air while holding the
left joystick in any direction. That's all there is to it. The setup is common and remarkably
simple: if you see an opponent coming in for an attack while you're in the middle of a jump, tilt
the joystick away from the enemy and press the shield button to perform an aerial dodge in that
direction. As can be seen in the video below provided via the official Super Smash Bros. This
means that players can not only air dodge as a preemptive defense, they can also air dodge to

end a chain of incoming attacks. The air dodge might seem like an incredibly basic or even easy
technique to use, but it requires training, practice, and a keen sense of shield discipline. A lot of
Super Smash Bros. Meanwhile, their opponents are using short hops for surprise atta
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cks and seem to have little trouble pulling off a perfect shield or parry. As with many other
fighting or brawling games, the air dodge is just one of the many basic techniques that should
become familiar to Super Smash Bros. Ultimate players. It's a small thing, but it's part of a much
larger defensive strategy in general. Keep on top of other advanced techniques like this, learn
about unlockable characters, or read in-depth fighter profiles by heading over to Shacknews'
Super Smash Bros. Ultimate walkthrough and guide. Kevin Tucker is a core component of
Shacknews' powerful guide development team. For questions, concerns, tips, or to share
constructive criticism, he can be reached on Twitter dukeofgnar or through e-mail at kevin.
Already have an account? Login Now. Guide Modojo Shacknews. How to air dodge in Super
Smash Bros. Ultimate Deftly avoid aerial attacks by learning how to air dodge in Super Smash
Bros. Kevin Tucker. Kevin Tucker Guides Editor. The Swarm god roll - Destiny 2.

